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Title: Property prices in China skyrocketing 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 4:58 

Audio: http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2016/s4555790.htm 

Summary: 
Property prices in China’s biggest cities are skyrocketing with a generation despairing 
about their chances of ever owning a home. 

Interviewee(s) 
• Wang Lei, Beijing resident 
• Bai Yanjun, analyst 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 
 

� skyrocketing prices (v) � loophole (n) � take measures (n) 

� despair about chances (v) � favour single buyers (v) � ease concerns (v) 

� settle on one to buy (v) � prompt a rush (v) � out of reach 

� scrape together a deposit (v) � split up (v) � stabilise rises (v) 

� accelerating price increases (v) � in a bid (n)  
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 
 

ambiguity or inadequacy in the law 
or a set of rules 

 

cause or bring about  
collect or save with difficulty  
decide on  
end a relationship, separate  
give unfairly preferential treatment 
to, work to the advantage of 

 

increase faster  
increase very steeply or rapidly  
lessen, make less severe  
lose hope  
plan, course of action  
steady, become unlikely to change  
try, attempt to achieve  
unlikely, beyond the capacity of 
someone to attain or achieve  

 
 

skyrocketing prices (v) 

despair about chances (v) 

settle on one to buy (v) 

scrape together a deposit (v) 

accelerating price increases 

(v) 

loophole (n) 

favour single buyers (v) 

prompt a rush (v) 

split up (v) 

in a bid (n) 

take measures (n) 

ease concerns (v) 

out of reach 

stabilise rises (v) 
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SUMMARY 
 
Property prices in China’s biggest cities are skyrocketing with a generation despairing about their 
chances of ever owning a home. 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
Ø Why have property prices in China’s biggest cities been increasing so rapidly?  Why is this a 

problem? What impact do rapidly rising property prices have on society? What about the economy? 
Ø What can be done to deal with this problem? How can prices be cooled? Should the government 

intervene? 
Ø Why would people want to live in Beijing even though the cost of buying an apartment is very high? 

Why not move to a different city where prices are cheaper? 
Ø What do you think about this issue? 
 
 
PRE-LISTENING 
  
 
Before listening to the report, note down what you think the following figure from the report refers to 
 
• Why did Wang Lei and her husband decide to buy into the property market now when prices are so 

high?  
A. They always wanted to buy a property 
B. Because property prices are continuing to increase so quickly 
C. Because they were given money by their parents 

 
• A 2-bedroom apartment far away from the CBD in Beijing can cost how much?  

A. Almost half a million dollars 
B. Almost three quarters of million dollars 
C. Almost one million dollars 

 
• Has the Chinese government done anything to deal with the problem of rapidly rising property 

prices?  Yes  /  No 
 

• Even though inner city apartments in Beijing can cost millions of dollars, the average Chinese big city 
salary is less than … a. $17,000 a year.     $27,000 a year.    $37,000 a year. 

 
• There are a lot of unsold apartments across China.  True  /  False 
  
 
LISTENING  
 
 
Listen to the report and check your answers 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
1. What kind of the property do Wang Lei and her husband want to buy? 

……………………………….………………………………. 
 

2. They noticed that within the space of a few days, the price of properties they were looking at had 
jumped by how much? ………………………………. 

 
3. In Shanghai, what did a loophole favouring single property buyers prompt before the law was 

changed? ………………………………. 
 
4. Pictures circulated in the Chinese media recently showed people who couldn’t afford to buy a 

property living in ……………………………….. 
 
5. There are 4.5 million unsold apartments across China but most are ………………………………. 
 
6. What is the most important reason why Wang Lei and her husband are determined to live in Beijing 

rather than go back to their home town?  
A. Because of the availability of jobs  
B. Because they have lived there for so long  
C. Because they want to be near their children and for them to go to school there 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

skyrocketing                 despair              settle               scrape together 
accelerating              loophole              favour               prompt              split up              bid              

measures              ease               out of reach              stabilise 

 
 
1. A few decades ago, buying a new car was …………………………….…………………for most Chinese residents. 

These days, tens of millions of cars are sold every year in China and it isn’t uncommon for families to 
own two cars.  

2. A new report showing that multinational companies were paying less than 5% tax 
…………………………….…………………the government to set up an inquiry to investigate the issue. 

3. After 20 years of marriage, the couple decided to …………………………….…………………and live in separate 
homes. 

4. After rising by more than 10% per annum over the last decade, house prices were expected to 
…………………………….…………………with some analysts even predicting a sharp drop.  

5. In a …………………………….…………………to make housing more affordable, the government introduced at 
$20,000 grant for first home buyers. 

6. In an attempt to …………………………….…………………traffic congestion, the government imposed a new tax 
on vehicles travelling into the city centre. 

7. In the last few months, the cost of bananas has …………………………….…………………due to a cyclone which 
wiped out 70% of the countries banana plantations. 

8. Many multinational companies take advantage of tax …………………………….…………………to minimise the 
amount of tax paid in the countries they operate in. 

9. Parents often …………………………….…………………over how much time their children spend on their 
electronic devices these days. 

10. Some commentators said the new first home buyer’s grant would only contribute to an 
…………………………….…………………of prices. 

11. The government introduced new …………………………….…………………to force multinational companies to 
pay more local taxes. 

12. The man had been trying to decide between buying the latest Samsung smart phone or an iPhone. 
After reading some online reviews, he finally …………………………….…………………on an iPhone. 

13. The student was working full time over the summer holidays so she could 
…………………………….…………………enough money to buy a car. 

14. While the rapid rise in house prices …………………………….…………………existing home owners, it was bad 
news for first home buyers struggling to get into the market. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• Because property prices are 

continuing to increase so quickly 
• Almost $1 million 
• Yes 
• $17,000 a year 
• T 
 

1. A two bedroom, 70 to 80 m² apartment 
2. $20-40 thousand 
3. A rush in divorces 
4. train carriages 
5. smaller cities 
6. Because they want to be near their children and for them to 

go to school there 
 

  
 
ambiguity or inadequacy in the law or a set of rules loophole 
cause or bring about prompt  
collect or save with difficulty scrape together 
decide on settle  
end a relationship, separate split up 
give unfairly preferential treatment to, work to the advantage of favour  
increase faster accelerating 
increase very steeply or rapidly skyrocketing  
lessen, make less severe ease  
lose hope despair 
plan, course of action measures 
steady, become unlikely to change stabilise  
try, attempt to achieve bid 
unlikely, beyond the capacity of someone to attain or achieve  out of reach 
 
 
1. A few decades ago, buying a new car was out of reach for most Chinese residents. These days, 

tens of millions of cars are sold every year in China and it isn’t uncommon for families to own two 
cars.  

2. A new report showing that multinational companies were paying less than 5% tax prompted the 
government to set up an inquiry to investigate the issue. 

3. After 20 years of marriage, the couple decided to split up and live in separate homes. 
4. After rising by more than 10% per annum over the last decade, house prices were expected to 

stabilise with some analysts even predicting a sharp drop.  
5. In a bid to make housing more affordable, the government introduced at $20,000 grant for first home 

buyers. 
6. In an attempt to ease traffic congestion, the government imposed a new tax on vehicles travelling 

into the city centre. 
7. In the last few months, the cost of bananas has skyrocketed due to a cyclone which wiped out 70% 

of the countries banana plantations. 
8. Many multinational companies take advantage of tax loopholes to minimise the amount of tax paid 

in the countries they operate in. 
9. Parents often despair over how much time their children spend on their electronic devices these 

days. 
10. Some commentators said the new first home buyer’s grant would only contribute to an acceleration 

of prices. 
11. The government introduced new measures to force multinational companies to pay more local 

taxes. 
12. The man had been trying to decide between buying the latest Samsung smart phone or an iPhone. 

After reading some online reviews, he finally settled on an iPhone. 
13. The student was working full time over the summer holidays so she could scrape together enough 

money to buy a car. 
14. While the rapid rise in house prices favoured existing home owners, it was bad news for first home 

buyers struggling to get into the market. 


